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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let K be the set of functions f which are univalent and convex on the unit 
disc CJ and which are normalized by 
fl0) =fyO) - 1 = 0. 
As is well known (see e.g. [5] p. 45) each such function f has the property: 
~Z~qIZIc3w-w). 
Therefore, the radius of convergence for the power series of the inverse 
function F is at least +. Let 
(1) F(@=o+ j, 44 
and define 
Kirwan and Schober [3, pp. 175, 1761 showed that there exists a constant c>O 
such that 
Mn>c2”n-3. 
They obtained this estimate by computing b, for the function 
f,:z+ & [ l-(~-]. 
In the same journal Clunie [2] proved that 
A4,=0(2”rr3 log n) (n+oo). 
He also conjectured that 
~,=0(252-~) (n-00)‘. 
In this paper we shall prove this conjecture. Our method is essentially the same 
as Chmie’s. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
If fE K and F is its inverse, then b, depends only on the first n coefficients 
off. Also, f E K if and only if zf’ E S *, the set of normalized starlike functions 
(see e.g. [5] p. 46). Hence if f is a function for which lb,,1 is maximal, then fl 
will be an extremal function in S* for a nonlinear functional which depends 
only on the first n coefficients. It has been shown by Pfluger [4], that an 
extremal function has a derivative of the form: 
(2) y(z)= i (1-$z)-“j with lcjI=l, aj>O and i oj=2. 
j=l j=l 
We therefore may assume that f is of this form; in particular ($1~ j on II. 
For every g E K, g(U) is a Jordan domain and hence g can be extended 
continuously onto 0 (see e.g. [l] p. 309). We therefore may speak of g(eie). 
We begin with some lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let fi, fi, . . . be a sequence of functions of K. Assume that 
mp Ifn@‘91 = If,Wl=3 + 45 
and that lim,,, qn = 0. Let 
Z t(z) = - 
l+z’ 
Then lim,,, f,= t locally uniformly on U. 
PROOF. Suppose that this were not true, then because of the compactness of 
K (see [6] p. 11) there exists a subsequence converging to a function g E K, g # t. 
By renumbering we may assume that lim f,, = g locally uniformly on U, and 
since gf t, we have Ig(l)J >+ and therefore for r close to 1 we also have 
[g(r)] >+. Now each f, E KCS* and thus 
3 + fin = IfnW > If”(d 1 I&?(4 - I&) -fnWl. 
Taking limits on both sides yields a contradiction. 
Next we give two results of Clunie [2] for which we present simplified proofs. 
LEMMA 2. (Clunie). Let f E K and suppose that 
rn? Ifle”)I = IAl) =++q 
for some tl E (0, j), and that f’ has the form described in (2). 
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Let J= {j 1 larg cj\ <n/4} and set 6 = C, aj. 
Then: 
i) S=O(q) ql0 
ii) there is an E > 0 and there is an q. such that if fl< ~0: 
Iflz)lz j + E (0,97 I IzI I 1, larg ZJ L n/8). 
PROOF. Let r be the path in 0 joining 0 and 1 which is mapped by f onto the 
segment [O,Al)], i.e. 
f(r)= [9f(l)l. 
For L E (0,l) define rA and ZA by 
Mi) = tMlhf(l)l and flzd =UU). 
Then we have: 
3 + rl= i lfwl I4 = jL Ifwl I4 + Jr lfwl I4 1 
2s j Idzl+~(++s)=H, I4+Im)l r, 
because Is( z$. Denote by IrAl the length of rA then this inequality reads: 
(3) Ir+z(l -A)(1 +2q). 
Let y be the part of r from the intersection of r with {zl IzI = j} to z = 1, then 
y =r’ for some Q and lz,l = j. 
Since f E K we know that 
lfwl~ 1 + IzI IzI (see [4], p. 45) 
and therefore 
(4) +4&J =e(3+tl). 
Combination of (3) and (4) leads to 
[y/12(1 -~)(1+2~)~++4fl. 
Hence for small q > 0, y will be a part of On (zl larg ZI < n/4}. We are now able 
to give a bound for 6. 
It is easy to see from (2) that for z E U 
1 
V-WI = (1 + lzl)2 
and from the preceding result and the definition of 6 we have for z E y 
lfxz)l 1 (1 + ,zl)‘-+ 1 + i/z1 16’ 
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Using these inequalities we get: 
3+tl= i lfwlldzl 
which proves i). 
Part ii) of the lemma follows from lemma 1 in combination with the fact that 
Ij(reie)l increases as r increases for all 8 (cf. [6] p. 7) and that 
min 
t 
It(z)l)0,97IlzlSl, larg z/Z: = 
I I 
0,97 
0,97 ein” + 1 >3- 
LEMMA 3. (Clunie). Let f E K and let F be defined by (1). If 
rnp Ifleie)l 13 + y 
then (b,l se32”n-3. 
PROOF. We have 
nb,,=l j m dw 
27ri lwl=f w” 
l jdz 
=Gi JzJ=r (Jz))” 
l jdz 
=2ni Iz,=l f(z)“’ 
Hence 
Another elementary lemma we need is: 
LEMMA 4. If f EK and min Ij(eie)( = 3 + q then 
Ifol~(3+rl)lzl. 
PROOF. Apply the maximum principle to the function g(z) = z/f(z). 
3.MAIN RESULT 
We are now able to prove the conjecture stated in the first part of this paper. 
THEOREM. Let M,, = maxfEK lb,,/. Then 
MpO(2W3) n-roe. 
PROOF. Let f E K and F=f - ‘. Some easy calculations show that 
Hence 
n(n-l)(n-2)b,=L j F”(w) dw 
2ni I)+,=* tF2 
f”* f”(z) 
=k i [ 3 f’(z)4 -y(z)3 
- AZ)*-“dz. 1 
Here @ is chosen in such a way that If(z)\ is large on 4 and IF”‘cf(z))l is small. 
To be more precise we choose q5 to be composition of the paths 
e1 (t) = (1 - q)e” , -Ltc’l 8 8 
&(t)=(l-q+t(q-0,03))e’(“‘*) , Oltll 
e3(f) = 0,97 eir 
q14(f) = (0,97 + t(0,03 - q))e-‘@‘*), 0 5 t 5 1 
Here q is as in lemma 2. 
Suppose f maximizes b,, then f is of the form as described in (2) and by 
lemma 3 we may assume that 
log n 
h-y. 
Furthermore 
and 
with 6 and J as in lemma 2. 
Let Ik be defined by 
1 f(2>2-ndz. k= 1,2,3,4. 
If n is large enough, we have by lemma 2 that IfI 2 + + E on the arcs @2, #3 and 
4~~ for some a>O. 
Using the rough estimates of (5) and (6) we get 
1131516! & (3+&)2-“=2%(l) (n-+oo). 
1 
Here we have also used that If’(z)/ 2 $. Noting that ) 1 - 4’jZl~ sin n/8 if je J 
and larg z( I n/8 we find, by using the more precise estimates of (5) and (6) that 
1-v 
11,/~2”0(1) d 6 +r 2dr=2”o(1) 
L) 
(n-roe) 
because 6 = O(q). In the same way we obtain 
~14~12”0(1) (n+oo). 
Estimating Ii we use lemma 3, the more precise estimates of (5) and (6) and the 
inequality: 
I Id4 IL,=? 11 -@z( 11 -e’@zl S 
j Id4 _ 2~ --- 
IL,=, (1 -z)2 1 -r2’ 
We arrive at 
12”0(1) f=2”0(1) (n-+oo). 
Adding all these results proves the theorem. 
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